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  William Blake is widely  known  as  a poet, engraver,  and  mystic.  His work  deals
with  the  explication  of  the relationship  between polar opposites  such  as  Good  and
Evi1, Light and  Dark, and  Innocence and  Experience. His handling of  these concepts
is known  for its highly poetic and  speculative  character.
  The  following paper  presents various  reflections  on  some  of  Blake's major  works.
These  are  intended to serve  as  an  introduction to the highly individual world  of
Blake's art, which  will be dealt with  in greater detail in a subsequent  paper.
                          *  *  * *  * *  *
  William Blake (1757-1827), the eighteenth-century  English engraver  and  poet, pro-
duced and  published his own  books  of  poems  with  engraved  text and  hand-colored
illustrations. He  was  born to a hot tempered family of  Irish descent. It is said  that
at the age  of  four he told his parents that he had seen  God's head at  the window,
an  incident frequently related  to indicate.his visionary  nature.  But this kind of
incident is cornmon  enough  in'children of  that age.  At  the age  of  seven,  his vision
of  the prophet  Ezekiel in the fields urrounded  by angels  in trees was  more  excep-
tional. The wings  of  the angels  were  "`bespangling  the boughs like stars."  Even
though  this description was  quoted  by his wife  much  later, this indicates the spirit
of  Blake's art and  ternper. Blake's 
"perishing
 and  mortal  eyes"i)  were  frequently
indistinguishable from his imagination. His wife  also  described Blake's death, as
jubilant a  passing  as  has  ever  been recorded.  He  was  seventy  years old  and  con-
fined to bed, where  he  was  working  on  a set  of  drawings illustrating Dante.
  Like  so  rnany  artists  of  extreme  individuality, Blake was  accepted  without  question
or  completely  rejected.  Some  thought  he was  completely  mad;  others  dismissedhim
as  a  harmless crank,  Only  very  few  of  his contemporaries  valued  Blake's works
'when
 he was  alive,  and  it was  more  than  half a  century  later before he was  widely
accepted.  What, then, are  the characteristics  of  his works  and  why  was  he  not
accepted  widely  during  his time?  I would  like to describe in some  detail his rather
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unusual  world  view  by citing  examples  from his poetry and  his drawings  and  thereby
show  how  his thinking and  his artistic  style  and  more  particularly his use  of  sym-
bolism was  so  totally different from  that of  his contemporaries.
  When  a  work  of  art  is deeply appealing  to us,  it is because the artist has something
to convey  and  a suficient  command  of  his artistic  medium  with  which  to convey  it ;
in other  words,  both subject  and  method  of  expression  are  prerequisites for artistic
success.  The  former deals with  how  the artist  intexprets his world  view  and  the
latter deals with  the method  by which  he communicates  this interpretation to us.
These are  two  different subjects.  The  artist represents  his world  view  by his chosen
subject  matter  and  his technique.
  Then  what  can  we  see  in William Blake's highly mythological  poetry and  engravmg,
which  is indeed unique  and  divergent from the prevailing art  and  literature of  early
nineteenth-century?  Here, we  will examine  how  his world  view  is reflected  in his
works  through  an  analysis  of  subject  and  expression  in Blake's many  varied  art  forms.
To  begin with  we  will  see  how  our  own  perception of reality  differs from  Blake's,
and  how  his poetry and  engravings  depart from  Western rationalism  and  are  instead
related  to the concept  of  fu1'i in Oriental philosophy.
  First, by drawing a few examples  from  his works,  I will  endeavor  to clarify  how
William Blake  perceives the world.  Before doing so, however, I would  like to explain
what  the aforementioned  term juJ'i means.  The  philosopher who  combined  the con-
cept  of ftij'i and  the subject  of  beauty was  Dr. Soetsu Yanagi, who  is the founder of
the Japanese folkcraft movement.  We  can  say  that this concept  itself is grounded in
Buddhism. If we  were  to express  this concept  in terms  of  Western thinking, it would
be the world  before Adam  and  Eve  ate the apple  of  knowledge. However, this concept
did not  find-its way  into Western philosophy. Rather, it is based on, as  the word  .fiij'i2)
suggests,  the existence  of 
`"one"
 and  not  a  dichotomy of  polar opposites  such  as  good
and  evil,  light and  dark, innocence and  experience.  However, this way  of  speaking,
 i. e. ju]'i equals  the existence  of  
"one,"
 may  not  be correct;･since  the concept  of
 "one"  by definition presumes  the existence  of  
"two."
 But the concept  of  fifji is a
 certain  existence  prior to dichotomizing the world  into opposites.  In the analogy  of
Adam  and  Eve, we  do not  distinguish the existence  of  good and  evil.  Therefore  we
accept  the world  as  it i$, without  distinguishing good  and  evil. Then, in what  works
 of  Blake can  we  see  this concept  of  fa]'i?
   The  most  striking  example  we  find in Blake is in 
"The
 Lamb"  and  
"The
 Tyger"
 frorn 
"Songs
 of  Innocence and  of  Experience." Both  are  God's perfect creations.
 Therefore, both should  be ,perfect. Yet, one  is obedient  and  gentle: the other  is
 violent  and  harsh. We  seea  pair of  songs  with  the same  title in the Songs of
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 Innocence and  of Experience. With this cencept  in mind,  let us  takealook  at these
poems  :
           The  Lamb
       Little Lamb,  who  made･  thee ?
       Dost･thou know  who  made  ,thee?
      Gave thee life, &  bid thee feed
      By  the strea;n  &  Q'er the mead  ;
     Gave  thee clothing  of  delight,
      Softest clothing,  wooly,  bright;
     Gave thee such  a  tender  voice,
     Making  all the vales  rejoice?
       Little Lamb,  who  made  thee?
       Dost thou  know  who  made  thee?  (I)3)
        '        '
          The  Tyger
     Tyger! Tyger! burning  bright
     In the forests of  the night,
     What  immortal hand  or  eye
     Could frame thy  fearful symmetry?
     When  the stars  threw  down  their spears,
     DA,PddhWa,t.eridl,hheigvftn.,rri!.h,t.h.ei,.rtears,
     Did he who  made  the Lamb  make  thee? (I, V)`)
  As  we  have  seen  above,  
"The
 Lamb"  and  
"The
 Tyger" are  clearly  two  different
creations.  For this, Dr. Bunsho  Jugaku translates the "Songs  of Innocence"  including
the poem  of 
"The
 Lamb"  as  Mtzshin no  LVa,5) and'the  "Songs  of  Experience" including
the  poem  of  
"The
 Tyger"  as  Ulshin ne  U)ra.6) Both  are  religious  concepts,  and  it seems
that these two  are  treated separately  as  opposites.')  But Dr. Jugaku appears  to be
looking for a  reconciliation  of  thes'e opposites  in Blake's later prophetic writings,  and
the transitional period from  Innocence  to Experience  in 
"The
 Marriage of  Heaven
and  Hell." And  during the period of  
"The
 Lamb"  and  
"The
 Tyger,"  the two  worlds
of  innocence  and  experience  are  supposed  to be afurmed.B)  -
  Dr. Soho Kumashiro  gives us  different perspective regarding  this in his interpreta-
tion of  
`tThe
 Marriage of  Heaven  and  Hell." He  explains  Blake's 'philosophy  as
aMrming  both 
"The
 Lamb"  and  
"The
 Tyger" by introducing energy  as  the ultimate
unifying  principle in 
"The
 Marriage of  Heaven and  Hell." Namely, God himself is
obedient  or  violent  depending on  the situation.  Therefore the world  in darkness
should  be transitional to the world  in light ; and  energy  is the only  possible medium
lillY.l[ihAC.h.,a.2eGW.dWO,',i.d,C.a,"..b,e.deg,8C,`,edSX,fi
`
b
`
 l,yger! b"'n'ng bright" is created  by the
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  However, a  problem  arises  when  we  perceive Heaven and  Hell, light and  dark,
pleasure and  sorrow  or  blessing and  curse  as  opposites.  This way  of  perceiving our
world  is not  based on  the concept  of  fi(ji `flnnocence"  can  only  be conceived  of because
of  the existence  of  its opposite,  experience.  
"Innocence"
 according  to the concept  of
ficji is entirely  different frorn this kind  of  Innocence. Are 
"The
 Lamb"  and  
"The
Tyger" really  two  conflicting  creations?  Is there a wiy  to look at  
"The
 Lamb"  arid
"The
 Tyger" as  a  mutually  integrated creation  ? Dr. Kitaro Nishida uses  the concept
of 
"the
 identity of  absolute  contradiction"  to refer  to the state  of  eplightened  experi-
ence  wherein  one  lives a  life in which  non-duality  and  duality are  not  different. In
this interpretation, the opposition  of  
"The
 Lamb"  and  
"The
 Tyger" disappears. But
this concept  does not  necessarily  mean  to rnake  one  out  of  two. It is rather  the
non-dich.etomizing  state  of  experience,  namely  the state  of .theji
  Thus, Blake's mythological  imagery most  certainly  must  have struck  his contem-
poraries as  being quite foreign, indeed it is very  akin  to that of  Eastern traditien.
Furthermore,  his use  of  fantasy and  symbolism  most  certainly  derived from his faji-
like world  view.  For him, imagination was  his world,  If an  artist does not  have the
energy  and  will to penetrate into himself, his imagination cannot  be expressed  to
others.  The  real existence  was  seen  through  his imagination. For him, nature  had
no  outline,  but imagination had. Enabled by his seemingly  limitless imagination to
see  the world  as  a  child,  Blake felt no  need  to 
"know"
 the world  by separating  it into
inreconcilable opposites.  It can  be said  then  that Blak's world  is a  world  of  innocence,
a  fu'i-like unity  seen  through  a  direct eye.
  As  a  member  of  the Shirakabaha group, Dr. Yanagi  introduced Blake's works  and
later he advocated  Buddhist aesthetics.  We  might  say  what  attracted  Dr. Yanagi was
probal)ly Blake's foij'i-like worid  view.  
'
                          *******
  In most  of  his illustrated works,  writings,  figures and  living creatures  such  as  animals,
trees, and  flowers are  all united.  When  one  thinks of  irnages in relation  to 
"eternity,"
 
"infinite"
 or  
"absolute,"
 these images become symbolic.  The  word  
"Infinite"
 cannot
 be conceived  of  without  its necessary  correlative  
"Finite."
 To  Blake, integrated
 existence  or  the marriage  of  Heaven  and  Hell, or the union  of  Infinite and  Finite is
 God. God  is an  absolute;  therefore everything  can  be related  to this absolute.
 The  Eternity which  the poet perceives has hurnan significance,  for Nature is only  a
 projection of  ourselves.
      Blake says  in the letter to Dr. Trusler, AugtLst 23, 1799:
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     I 
'feel
 that a  Man  may  be haPpy' in This world.  And I know  that This World
     Is a  World  of  imaginatipn &  Vision. I see  Every thing I paint In This World,
     but Every body does not  see  alike.iO)  ,
                                  '
  Here, 
"a
 world  of  imagination" does not  mean  a  fictitious world,  but means  a
minutely  organized  and  unchangeable  world  which  can  be seen  by  our  physical eyes-
eyes  that have the power to see  God. As  he continues  in the same  letter, ,
     But to the Eyes of  the Man  of  Imagination, Nature is Imagination itsel£  As
     a  man  is, So he  Sees. As the,Eye  is formed, such  are  its Powers.")
In the case  of Blake, nature  itself is used  beautifully as  a  background for poems
and  engravings,  but his conception  of  nature  is ordered  with  Innocence placed at  the
f`OAPkguTrllSs ol?IYnnlijlce:ceY,?Oeieas2g:Seen  in the words  
"All
 
Reiigions
 
are
 
one."
 
in
     To  see  a  
'World
 in a  Grain of  Sand
     And  a  Heaven  in a  Wild Flower,
     Hold Infinity in the palrn of your hand
     And  Eternity in an  hour.i2) .
Blake had made  his own  universe  a unit  by identifying Heaven  and  Hell not  with
states  of  a  future life, but with  powers  eternally  within  every  individua.1. They  are
the contraries  which  work  together. The  universe  was  one,  and  a  new  period of
human  thought  was  inaugurated. For Blake, nature  is a  symbolic  form refiected  by a
vegetative  mirror.  He  ,created a  spiritual  robe  out  of tbe outer  man,  the ideal beauty.
In other  words,  the sensual  body is a spiritual  robe.  For this reasop,  Blake adored
children  as  the purest form of  existence.  Children frequently were  a motif  ･in his
poems  and  drawings. Children are  the State of  Innocence. 
"...the
 Spiritual Body  or
Angel as  little Children always  behold the Face  of  the Heavenly Father," is seen  in
"Annotations
 to Berkeley."i3)
. In this rqgard,  let us  examine  some  of  the pcems  from  
"Songg'
 of  Innocence," which
are  mentioned  before and  the most  popular  poems  among  his works.  In the l`Intro-
duction to Songs,of  Innocence  and  of  Experience" by  Sir Geoffrey Keynes,  it says  :
     The  Innocence poems  were  the products of  a rnind  in a  state  of  innocence and
     of  an  imagination unspoiled  by stains  of  worldihess.  Public events  and  private
     g:.Ottii.O."S.Si2X"thC.O"pV,e.rbtle.d.I"."fOGCe.".Cde.i.ndtOEE.XilP.,e,gience･producingBlake'spreocc-
  Accordingly, in the first poem  entitled  
"Introduction,"
 it can  be considered  that the
young  man  who  is playing  the flute symbolizes  the poet himself and  the child  above
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the clouds  represents  an  inspiration to the poet's  heart from outside.
     Piping down  the valleys  wild,
     Piping songs  of  pleasant glee,
     On  a cloud  I saw  a  child,
     And  he laughing said  to me:
     Pipe a  song  about  a  Lamb!
     So I piped with  merry  cheer.
     
"Piper,
 pipe that song  again;"
     So l piped: he wept  to hear. (L II)i5)
The  child  and  the lamb are  obedient  and  pretty creatures,  whom  he considered  to
be Innocence personified. The  fact that Blake created  children  above  the clouds  was
not  because he fancied children  in a  pretty dream-like  world,  but  because-like  a
constant  vision  which  appeared  clearly  within  his mind's  eye  -he  created  an  image of
the innocent and  pure minds  that children  have. And  the clouds,  suspended  high up
in the sky  represents  a  pure-child-world like a heaven,  where  children  play happily
and  freely. In "The  Shepherd,'S we  see  three elements:  the shepherd,  the sheep,  and
the surrounding  environment.  Man,  animal,  and  nature  are  three united.  Though
the poem  gives us  a  strong  pastoral image, it is not  only  a descrl'ption of the beautiful
and  cheerful  life of  a  shepherd,  there is a  deeper meaning  in the poem.  We  get a
feeling of  a  gentle and  peaceful  harmonization  between the fiock of  sheep  and  the
watching  shepherd.  .
           The  Shepherd
     How  sweet  is the Shepherd's sweet  lot!
     From  the morn  to the evening  he strays  ;
     He  shall  follow his sheep  all the day,
     And his tongue shall be filled with  praise.
     For he hears the lamb's innocent call,
     And  he  hears the ewe's  tender reply;
     He  is watchful  while  they are  in peace,
     For they  know  when  their Shepherd is nigh.  (I, II)i6)
  In 
"The
 Ecchoing Green"-the happy  daily play of  children  on  the wild  plain is
sung  merrily.  The  old  men  come  to the 
"Ecchoing
 Green," where  they  live happily
through the spring  days. With  a smile  they join with  the children,  and  they.entirely
forget the troubles of  this world.  wnen  looking at  the children  who  are  playing
around,  the old  men  naturally  remember  their own  childhood.  The  children  do not
know  the  impurity  of  the  world,  and  they  spend  their day playing  innocently in this
echoing  green.  It is like heaven on  earth.  As  long as  there are  children  and  adults
in the world  who  do not  forget the time  of  their childhood,  the peace that we  see
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           PLATE  1
Plates 6 and  7 "The  Ecchoing Green"
   From  Keynes, JVitham Blake
now  in this echoing  greein will  be sure  to continue  forever, even  though  the play-
ground  continually  changes.  It this way,  the main  theme  of  the seeond  stanza  is
that the innocent  werld  of  children  will  remain  unchanged.  The  poem  leads to a
beautiful dream  that sings  gently and  with  love for a  day when  children  will  play
on  an  echoing  green. The  oak  on  the village  green  is the syrnbol  of  strength  and
security.  But the tree in the second  plate is a  Tree of  Life with  grapes hanging
from the branches. (PLATE  1) The  boys are  on  the road  to Experience. In "The
Little Black Boy," one  finds the coldness  of  the world  that this innocent  boy felt only
because he was  black. One  cannot  but feel in this poemi  through  the black boy's
simple  and  innocent mind,  the coldness  of  a  world  devoid of  love that surrounds
innocent children.  In the mother's  speech,  Blake said  :
"And
 we  are  put  on  earth  a little space,
"That
 we  may  learn to bear the beams of
"And
 these black bodies and  this sunburnt
"Is
 but a cloud,  and  like a  shady  grove.
love;face(IV)
`tFor
 when  our  souls  have learn'd the heart to bear,
"The
 cloud  will vanish  ; we  shall  hear his voice,
"Saying
 : 
`Come
 out  from the grove, my  love &  care,
"`And
 round  my  golden  tent Hke lambs rejoice.i"  (V)i7)
  Blake is
will returnsaying
 that the body will
to Heaven  by God's will.vanish
 like a cloud,
Though  this poem  is
 -24-
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it with  Blake's songs  of joy, there is flevertheless  a  cOmmon  element  : that a  child's
mind  is innocent and  valuable  and  it exists  in any  environment.  
'
                                                        '
  In the Innocence series,  there are  only  two  poerns in which  children  do not
appear:  
"The
 Blossom" and  "The  Dream." The  illustration to "The  Blossom" is a
fantasy in itself. 
"The
 Chimney  Sweeper" produces  a feeling of tragedy  and  was
taken  to be a  kind of  social  criticism  by the people 
'who
 favored the betterment of
working  conditions  for the London  chimney  sweeps.  In "The  Little Boy  Lost" and
"The
 Little Boy  Found," the trees in the illustrations to both poems  have an  opposite
impact: one  depicts nightmarish  trees  and  the  other  protective trees. Also Father
is represented  by a  WillO'-the-Wisp misleading  the child  in the former poem  while
both  the child  and  his mother  are  sanctified  by  halos in the latter work.  Concerning
"Laughing
 Song" it is said  that when  Blake first wrote  this poem,  he  set it to rnusic.
This is the merry  world  of  the innocent-as seen  through  the child's eyes-the  light
of  Spring, the lively movement  of  Nature and  Man,  their echos  sounding  1ightly over
the whole  Spring scene.  These three aspects  are  joined with  delicacy. The  light
rhythm  and  the delightful sensation  of  the poem  is complete.  
"The
 Divine Image"
expresses  the identification f  Man  with  God.
     For Mercy  has a  human  heart
     Pity a  human  face,
     And  Love, the human  form divine,
     And  peace, the human  dress. (III)i8)
For this poem, the Mustration is a symbol  of  human  life. The  flarrie-like pattern is
half-fire. In "Annotations  to Lavater's AphorisTns on  Man"  (1788), Blake  says:
     The  enemy  of art is the enemy  of  nature;  art is nothing  but the highest
     sagacity  and  exertion  of  human  nature;  and  what  nature  will  he honour who
     honours not  the human?  Human  nature  is the image of  God.i9)
In 
"Spring"
 we  see  that according  to Blake's thought, one  canhot  understand  the
substance  of  things with  only  the naked  eye.  One can  only  understand  the substance
perfectly when  one  looks through  the eyes  of  the heart. The  poem  
"Spring"
 is a
work  full of  the joy of spring  a season  fi11ed with  the sensation  of  life, as  seen
through  child's eyes,  as  felt in an  infant heart. , ･
                         '                                                            '
  For Blake, children  were  the most  pure  elements  in society.  
"Infant
 Joy" is a
pretty poem  written  with  gentle and  plain words.  Rarely  can  one  find a poem  that
sings  with  so  much  beauty and  gentleness the world  of  children.
     
"I
 have  no  name:
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"I
 arn  but two  days old･"
What shallIcall  thee?
"I
 happy  arn,
"Joy
 is my  name."
Sweet joy befall thee!
PrettySweetSweetThouI
 singSweet
joy!joy
 but two days old,
joy I call  thee:
dost smile,
the while,
joy befall thee! 2D)
However, the color  of  the illustration gives greater beauty to the work  as  a  whole,
We  will see  the intensity of  Blake's use  of lines but it is also  true'that his emphasis
on  color  brings us  the grandeur of  his whole  universe,.  This subject  ef  color  is so
complex  and  significant  that it requires  sepatate  treatment. So far 'we  have taken
examples  from 
"Songs
 of  Innocence." Here, only  one  comparison  will  be made  between
the frontispices of  Innocence and  of Experience. These are  contrasted  by the different
aspects  of  the youth. In both frontispices, a  shepherd  and  a boy are  the main  figures.
But in the first one,  the shepherd  is taking care  of sheep  whereas  in the second,  the
shepherd's  right  foot has stepped  further into the･state of  Experience. The  child  in
the latter has wings  and  a  halo. The  tree in the state  of  Experience suggests  danger.
(PLATE  2) In "The  Little Boy  Found," one  of  Blake's androgynous  figures appears
i
ll
5
1
i.
I
t...-wh-.,...wuthttM,."-.lh-.-maEmu."M...
E
ili
g
.mamu
Frontispieceto  Songs of
        PLATE  2
Innocence Frontispiece to Songs of Experience
From  Keynes,  wrglfam Blake
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BIake used  these  androgynous  figures to symbolize  his conception  of  the union  of
opposites.  
"Night"
 is also  paradoxically sung  as  the immortal day. We  see  some
similarities  to 
"The
 Tyger" in the Songs of Experience. In Blake, as  we  have  seen
before, there is the world  of  Innocence, but ethically  innocence is not  considered  as
absolute  goodness  and  the state of Experience is not  seen  as  absolute  evil. Evil is
sublimated  by the medium  'of Imagination and  finally enhanced  to a  final state  of
innocence. The  larnb and  the tiger which  have contrary  roles  co-exist  through
the state of  harmonization. All the animals  drawn  as  background in Blake's illust-
rations  are  gently and  softly  existing  together. The  description of  nature  in the
background is also  used  as  a fantastic tool with  Biblical symbolism.  Blake says  in
"Annotation
 to Lavater":
                                                                  '
     Man  is a  twofold  being, one  part capable  of evil &  the other  capable  of  good;
     that which  is capable  of  good  is not  also  capable  of  evil,  but that which  is
     capable  of  evil is also  capable  of  good.2')
                          *******
 Lastly, we  would  like to examine  sorne  of  the most  salient  features of  Blake's art
in his various  illustrations. Edward  Lucie-Smith in bymbolist Art says  :
     The  artistic  vocabulary  which  Blake employed  is in detail much  less original
     than the uses  he put  it to. For the most  part he was self-taught,  and  his
     principal influences were  Raphael, Durer and  Michelangelo, as  modified  by the
     fashionable Neo-classicism of  the time  in which  he grew  up.  However, depen-
     dent as  he was  on  the promptings  of  
`Inspiration
 and  Vision,' he  was  always
     willing  to break the rules;  and  Sir Joshua Reynolds, as the great advocate  of
     academic  method,  earned  his detestation.22)
It seems  that Blake abolished  the normal  rules. He  was  the first artist after  the
Renaissance who  consciously  revolted  against  the accepted  standards  of  tradition.
Though  he never  left England, he aquired  Michelangelesque and  Mannerist motifs
from engravings,  and  through the infiuence of  Henry  Fuseli whose  "The  Nightrnare"
(1782) is deservedly one  of  the most  famous monuments  of  early  Romanticism in
painting.  Blake also  greatly admired  the art of the Middle Ages, and  came  closer
than  any  Romantic artist  to reviving  Pre-Renaissance  forms. Blake's letter addressed
to Thomas  Butts on  November  22, 1802 well  illustrates this :
     You  are  certainly  right  in saying  that variety  of  Tints &  Forms  is Picturesque ;
     but  it must  be remember'd  on  the other  hand, that the reverse  of  this uniformity
     of  Colour &  a long continuation  of  lines produces'Grandeur.23)
For him, 
"Nature
 has  no  Outline, but Imagination has."
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art,  which
Herbert
Blakefar
 togiven
Blake's profoundest  realization.  and  it ]ed him, naturally,  to Gothic
is imagination outlined.Z4)
Read  continues  in 71he Mlaaning of Art :
was  not  so  nakedly  original  : he did abide  by a  tradition, though he went
find it. He had a  disciplin6, but it was  self-imposed,  self-discovered,  not
by the society  he lived in.25)
In early  1800, he gave  q private exhibition  at  his brother's house located on  Broad
Street in London, but it was  not  a  success.
  In Blake's 
"A
 Descriptive Catalogue" (1809), "Public  Address" (181e) or  in his
"Annotations
 to Sir Joshua Reynolds's `Discourses'"  (1808), we  find that Blake ac-
counted  Michelangelo, Raphael  and  Durer true artists. In "A  Descriptive Catalogue"
he says:
Poetry as  it exists  now  on  earth,  in the various  remains  of  ancient  authors,
Music as  it exists  in old  tunes or  melodies,  Painting and  Sculpture as  it exists
in the remains  of  Antiquity and  in the works  of more  modern  genius, is Inspi-
ration,  and  cannot  be surpassed;  it is perfect and  eternal.  Milton, Shakespeare,
Michael  Angelo,  Rafael, the  finest specimens  of  Ancient Sculpture and  Painting
and  Architecture, Gothic, Grecian, Hindoo and  Egyptian, are  the extent  of  the
human  mind.  The  human  mind  cannot  go beyond the gift of  God, the Holy
Ghost. To  suppose  that,Art can  go beyond the finest specimens  of Art that
are  now  in the world,  is not  knowing  What  Art is; it is being blind･to the gifts
of  the spirit.2G)
Although we
see  his strengmay
 not  simply  define Blake as  anti-naturalist  or  anti-realist, we  can
 insistence on  the Anti-Academic style. B!ake says:
If losing and  obliterating  the outline  constitutes  a Picture, Mr. B  will  never  be
so  foolish as  to do one.  Such art  of  !osing the outlines  is the art  of  Venice and
Flanders; it loses all character,  and  leaves what  some  people, call  expression;
but this is a  false notion  of  expression  ; expression  cannot  exist  without  charaCter
as  its stamina  ; and  neither  character  nor  expression  can  exist  without  firm and
determinate outline.27)
We  must  of  course  take into account  that the emphasis  on  line, or  admiration  of
lines and  design were  seen  not  only  in Blake's works  but also  in his contemporary
Flaxman,  Blake's friend. Kathleen Raine says,  "Blake  and  Flaxman  shared  a  passion
for,the linear, the `clear  and  determinate outline,'  though  Flaxrnan derived chiefiy
from the Greek, Blake from  the Gothic."2S) It was  the beginning of  Neo-Classic
interpretation using  such  devices as  the Grecian urn.  However, in Blake's works,  we
often  find more  fiuidity and  freedom and  sornetirnes  a  more  one-dimensional  structure
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                                 PLATE  3
        Satan Appearing before God. plate 2 of  
"Illustrations
 of  the Book  of  Job."
                          From  Binyon,  Wiutam  Blalee
although  we  notice  similarities  with  Fuseli, Flaxman  and  others.
  In examples  from his 
"Illustrations
 of  the Book  of  Job"- such  as  "job  is Prosperity"
plate 1 ; 
"Satan
 Apearing before God" plate 2 ; (PLATE  3), 
"Satan
 Going  Forth from
the Presence of  the Lord" plate 5 ; (PLATE  4) 
"The
 Morning Stars Singing Together"
plate 14, 
C`The
 Fall of  the Accuser" plate 16 and  etc.,29) we  can  see  his characteristic
construction  in symrnetrical  arrangement  to the right  and  the left which  we  ¢ an  see
in Medieval paintings. We  also  see  how  he  uses  space.  In the bottom corners  of
plate 1, plate 5, plate 20, and  plate 21 to the 
"Book
 of Job," we  see  innocent  anirnals,
musical  instruments, and  blank space.  Other areas  are  fi11ed with  words  and  other
fantastic figtires. His writing  and  all these-figures are  harmonized.
  As  we  find Blake confessing  that the 
"natural
 object  always  did and  do weaken,
deaden, and  obliterate  imagination in me,"  his nature  is expressed  in mythological
vision,  a  vision  that was  too mystical  to be easily  cornmunicable.  Blake was  inspired
by  such  visions.  Blake's memorable  image of  
"The
 Ancient of  Days" (1794), a metal
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                                PLATE  4
                Satqn Going Forth from the Pre$ence of  The  Lord.
                 plate s of 
"Illustrations
 of  the Book of  Job."
                          From  Binyon, PVitZiam Blahe
cut  with  water-color,  represents  one  of  Blake's illustrations to  his poem, 
[`Europe,
 a
Prophecy." The  illustrations to Europe are  chiefly  concerned  with  the woes  of  the
fallen world."  The  symbolic  compapses  come  from medieval  .representations of  the
Lord as  Architect of  the Universe. It is said  that Blake  had  seen  this enigmatic
figure of  an  old  man,  bending to measure  the globe with  a  compass.  E. H. Gombrich
ppints out  in 77ie Story of Art,
     There is something  of  Michelangelo's figure of  the Lord in this image of  the
     Creation, and  Blake admired  Michelangelo. But in his hands the figure had
     become  dream-like and  fantastic. In fact, Blake had formed a  mythology  of
     his own,  and  the figure of  the vision  was  not  strictly  speaking  the Lord him-
     self, but a  being of  Blake's imagination whom  he called  Urizen. Though  Blake
     conceived  of  Urizen as  the creator  of the  world,  he thought  of  the world  as  bad
     and  therefore of  its creator  as  of  an  evil  spirit.3e)
We  would  expect  the Ancient of  Days  to signify  Almighty God, but in Blake's
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               ?LATE  5
 God  Appearing  in the Whirlwind. plate 13 of
 "Illustrations  of  the Book of  Job."
        From  Binyon, PVitham Blake
esoteric  mythology,  he stands  rather  for the･power  of  reason.  In,this nightmare
character  of his vision, the compass  appears  lilye a  flash of lightning in the dark
The  mascular  figure fits into a circle  of' light. To  Blake, the 
"inner
 eye"  was  all
important  ; he felt no  need  to observe  the visible-  world  around  him. 
"The
 Archangel
Raphael wit.h  Adam  and  Eve" painted  at the end  of  eighteenth-century,  portrays Adam
and  Eve  are  two  specific  human  beings of  exceptional  beauty. They  are  receiving
instructions from  the  angel  Raphael in a  Garden  of  Eden  where  twining plants and
exotic  trees df Blake's own  invention are  as  real  as  those in his own  small  garden.
To  Blake  the w6rd  
"real"
 described what  was  more  real  to him, whether  it was  this
world  or  another  world.  The  world  he synthesized  in his art drew from the world
of  the Bible, Milton, Dante  and  Shakespeare. , 
'
 Another characteristic  in Blake's drawing is that the organization  of  his work  is often
based  on  a  regulated  pattern,  which  we  can  say  is a  circle.  
"The
 Last JudgmenV'
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      ?LATE  6
"Vision  of' the Daughters  of  Albion"
  From  Raine, MZiiliam Blafee
              PLATE  7
The  Whirlwind of  Lovers, Dante  Fainting  with  Pity at  Francesca's
Story. plate I of the IUustrations to Dante;  Inferno, Canto  V.
          From  Bitiyon, TVineam Blake
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is a  typical example  showing  this circle or  whirl.  And  most  of  the figures which
appear  in Blake's work  are  either  floating or  falling down. We  can  see  another
example  from "Illustrations  of the Book of Job" plate 13 -"God  Appearing in the
Whirlwind"  (PLATE  5) or  "The  Wise  and  Foolish Virgins." In "The  Wise  and
Foolish Virgins," we  $ee  serenity  and  destruction but as  a whole  it is united  and  tells
us  about  wisdom  and  folly, without  breaking the picture in half even  though  the.two
sides  express  opposing  ideas. If we  take some  more  examples  showing  elements  of
circular  composition  ; 
"Vision
 of  the Daughters of  Albion" (1793) (PLATE  6), "Europe"
(1794), "The  River of  Life" (1800-5), "Jacob's  Ladder" (1800) and  etc.  His method  of
drawing is schematized  although  the  figures are  floating and  plunging. Immense  space
surrounds  them. Extremely deformed figures and  angels  floating in space  remind  us
of  Marc  Chagall. Especially in "The  Whir]wind of  Lovers"  plate 21 of  the Illustration
to Dante  (PLATE  7), the figures make  a  turning  movement  from the bottom right
towards  the upper  left. We  can  see  this circular  composition  in other  of  his illust-
rations.  
C`The
 Spiritual Condition of  Man"  and  "The  Last Judgment," which  we  have
seen  before, resemble  a  Japanese mandara  composition.3i)  We  have seen  Blake's stor'my,
supernatural  soul  in his circular  cornposition  and  yet we  potice a  classical  beauty in
his drawings.
 Herbert  Read  in 7he RhilosaP]ij, of Adbdern Art  cornments  :
     It would  be absurd  to call Blake a  materialist  (it would  be absurd  to call the
     surrealist  anything  but a  dialectical materialist);  nevertheles's,  in works  like The
     Marriage of Heaven  and  Hell and  Jerusalern there is a  realization  of  the
     fundamental eentradictions  of  reality, and  a  moverneTrt  towards a synthesis
     which  is anything  but idealistic.32)
  In 
"The
 Marriage of  Heaven and  Hell," it says  :
     It is indeed appear'd  to Reason as  if Desire was  cast  out;  but the Devil's
     account  is, that the Messiah fell, &  formed a  heaven of  what  he stole  from the
     Abyss.33)
 As  we  have seen,  Blake's version  of nature  has its root  in his 
'vast
 mythology.  He
was  a  true genius  in the sense  of  being an  individual with  an  inexplicable natural
power  of  expression  and  invention. His art  is complete  and  direct in its expression
of  his intensely personal eccentricity.  The  more  he digs into the inner world,'  the
clearer  he sees  the Infinite. He  perceives the world  not  from reason  or  the self  but
from an  ecstatic  state  of  self-annihilation.  Northrop Frye says,  
"Twentieth
 century
culture  has produced  a  large number  of  theories which  seem  to demand  some  kind
of  fitting together, and  we  have found a good many  analogues  to them  in Blake."3`)
He  sees  the world  with  the burning and  compassionate  eyes  of  the  
"Tyger."
 When
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we  ･are faced with  Blake's works,  we  realize  that there is no  gap  in time  and  space
between his works  and  the basic elements  of  the present century.
                          *･*  *****
  In the foregoing .paper, we  have seen  Blake as  a  mystic  who  attempted  to com-
municate  his vision  through .the medium  of poetry and  engraving,  Through  this
medium  Blake revealed  his･ understanding  of  the human  world.
                    '
  His analysis  of the world  revolves  around  his perception of the union  of  opposites.
In a  succeeding  paper, a  further study  will  be made  concerning  Blake's conception  of
the integration f  these twQ opposite  mental  states  on  the basis of  his poetic works.
                                  Notes:
1 ) Keynes, Blafoe: Cbmplate vaitings. p. 576.
2) JF=,  not  two
3) Keynes,  Blaket  ComPlete vaitings. p, 115.
4)  Ibid. p. 214. '
5) Songs of No  Mind
6)  Songs  of  Mind
7) Jugaku, Blalee Snishu, p. 151.
8) Ibid. p. 153.
9 ) Kumashiro,  Blake  Klanivu, p. 45.
Io) Keynes, Blake: ComPlde  Wlrinngs, p, 793.
11) !bid. p. 793. '
12) Ibid. "Poems  from  the Pickering Manu$cript," p. 431.
13) Ibid. p. 774.
14) Keynes, Songs  of innoeence and  of Eny)erience, p. XIV.
Is) Keynes,  Blake:  ComPipte uaitings, p.''111.
16) Ibid. p. 118. '
17) Ibid., "The  Little Black Boy" p. 12s.
18) Ibid., p. 117.
19) Ibid., p. 83,
20) Ibid. p. 118.
21) Ibid. p. 8o.
22) Luice-Smith,  51ymbotist Art, pp, 33-34.
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24) Read, T7lre Mlaaning of Art,p. 169.
2s) Ibid., p. 171,
26) Keynes, Blahe: Complete W}'itings, p. s79.
27) Ibid., p. 585,
28) Raine, PVitham Blahe, p. 27,
2g) "Job  Recounting  His Experience  to His Daughters," plate  2o to the Book  of Job, also  "The
   Latter End  of  Job;' plate 21.
30) Gembrich, Sto,IJ, of Art, p, 368,
31) The  Japanese term  mandara  is employed  because the  Japanese mandora  although  schem-
   atized  is usually  not  structured  with  concentric  circles  and  squares  as  is always  the  ,case
   with  the  Indian mandula.
32) Read, The Rhilosopdy of Madern, Art, p. 149,
33) Keynes, Blake: C]omPlete Wiritings, p, lso:
34) Frye, Pleaf:frtl Symmetry, p, 42s.
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